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Advisory SI/03/2021
Launch of Saksham Dashboard
DG Systems has launched several IT services (business applications, websites and tools, etc.) over the
years for the use of CBIC officers. These services have different URLs. Some of which are available on
Intranet, whereas others are accessible on internet as well. Officers need to remember individual
URLs in order to access these services. Apart from this, many officers may not be aware of all these
services.
To enable officers to see all the services on a single dashboard with better user experience, DG
Systems has taken the initiative to provide a dashboard with single URL through which officers can
navigate to their respective services by clicking on the concerned service icon on the dashboard.

We are also configuring the AIOs so that the Saksham dashboard will open by default after
successful
login.
Officer
will get
a
default
page
of
Saksham
Dashboard
(https://saksham.cbic.gov.in) on Internet Explorer, displaying all services on a single page.
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A “Saksham” icon is also made available on AIO’s desktop. Officer can click on the Saksham
icon and dashboard having URL https://saksham.cbic.gov.in will open.

If the officer wants to work on desktop applications, he should simply minimize the webpage
which opens by default. Alternatively, officer can open the dashboard directly from any web browser
by using the link https://saksham.cbic.gov.in from internet or intranet.

There are a few applications which are only available over intranet like Appstore, eBR, ADVAIT, ECCS
application. Also, a few applications like eBR and ECCS are available only from a few identified
locations based on the business requirements and hence may not get opened from all the CBIC
locations. For Rakshit application access is given through Antarang only.

For any issues, please contact Saksham.seva@icegate.gov.in
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